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Prepositional Phrases
A prepositional phrase is a group of words consisting of a preposition, its
object, and any words that modify the object.
Example: Allan cleaned the room. (after breakfast)
Allan cleaned the room after breakfast.

Rewrite each sentence by adding a prepositional phrase to it. Choose from the
phrases in the box. (Answers may vary)
before Martin

from James

near the mall

on the first floor

with his friends

after the rain

in time

in front of the gate

PREVIEW

1)

Chris ate popcorn.

2)

Gain complete access to the largest
Simon submitted the assignment.
collection of worksheets in all subjects!

3)

Lucas was back.

4)

e
Members, pleas
log in to
download this
Kiara designed her room.
worksheet.

5)

The frog croaked.

6)

The letter was very long.

7)

My car is parked.

8)

I went to the hospital.
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Answer key

Prepositional Phrases
A prepositional phrase is a group of words consisting of a preposition, its
object, and any words that modify the object.
Example: Allan cleaned the room. (after breakfast)
Allan cleaned the room after breakfast.

Rewrite each sentence by adding a prepositional phrase to it. Choose from the
phrases in the box. (Answers may vary)

1)

before Martin

from James

near the mall

on the first floor

with his friends

after the rain

in time

in front of the gate

Chris ate popcorn.

PREVIEW

Chris ate popcorn with his friends.

2)

Gain complete access to the largest
Simon submitted the assignment.
collection of worksheets in all subjects!
Simon submitted the assignment in time.

3)

4)

Lucas was back.

e
Members, pleas
in to
Lucas was back before
log Martin.
download this
Kiara designed her room.
worksheet.
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Kiara designed her room on the first floor.
5)

The frog croaked.
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The frog croaked after the rain.
6)

The letter was very long.
The letter from James was very long.

7)

My car is parked.
My car is parked in front of the gate.

8)

I went to the hospital.
I went to the hospital near the mall.
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